Alameda County Library

Nonfiction Books Featuring Animals

*Animal Heroes: true rescue stories* by Sandra Markle J636.0887 Markle

*Biblioburro: a true story from Colombia* by Jeanette Winter JB Soriano, L.

*Friends* by Catherine Thimmesh J591.5 Thimmesh

*The Incredible Life of Balto* by Meghan McCarthy J636.73 McCarthy

*Koko’s Kitten* by Francine Patterson J599.8846 PATTERSON

*Knut: how one little Polar bear captivated the world* by Juliana Hatkoff J599.78609 Hatkoff

*Leo, the snow leopard: the true story of an amazing rescue* by Juliana Hatkoff J599.7555 Hatkoff

*The Manatee Scientists: saving vulnerable species* by Peter Lourie J599.55092 Lourie

*Nubs: the true story of a mutt, a Marine & a miracle* by Brian Dennis J636.70929 Dennis

*Owen and Mzee: the true story of a remarkable friendship* by Isabella Hatkoff J599.63513 Hatkoff

*Pale Male: citizen hawk of New York City* by Kanet Schulman J598.944 Schulman

*Rescuing Rover: saving America’s Dogs* by Raymond Bial J636.0832 Bial

*Saving Audie: a pit bull puppy gets a second chance* by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent J636.7559 Patent

*Saving the Baghdad Zoo: a true story of hope and heroes* by Kelly Milner Halls J590.73567 Halls

*Tarra and Bella: the elephant and dog who became best friends* by Carol Buckley J599.676 Buckley

*Winter’s Tail: how one little dolphin learned to swim again* by Juliana Hatkoff J639.97953 Hatkoff

*Zooborns!* by Andrew Bleiman J591.39073 Bleiman
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